South Wales Kennel Association Championship Show 2016

Thank you to the Officers and Committee of SWKA for inviting me to judge. I was very pleased with my entries and enjoyed my day.

Judge: Mrs Maureen Millbank (LARKSDOWN)

Retriever (Flat Coated)

DCC  MRS L M STRUDWICK – DOWNSTREAM FAIR AND SQUARE FOR BURPHAM JW SHCM

RDCC  MR A & MRS A LAIRD – SH CH BRANCHAL WOOD TAMDUH OF DAICHEIL JW SHCM

BCC  MS B JOHNSON – DOWNSTREAM FAIT ACCOMPLI JW

RBCC  MRS V & MS L GOLDBERG & KEIGHT – BITCON ON SUISSE WITH MADISON

BOB  MRS L M STRUDWICK – DOWNSTREAM FAIR AND SQUARE FOR BURPHAM JW SHCM

BP  MRS H & MRS K THOMAS – PARKCARIAD SAPHIRE LAKE

B Vet  MISS K L HOLLAND – CH CALZEAT CAUSA COMMOTION AT FLATCHARM (IMP)

CLASS 203  MIN PUPPY D  ENTRIES 9  ABSENTEE 0

1ST  MR R & MRS L STRUDWICK – BURPHAM MILLION LOVE SONGS
Nice head, correct bite, correct eye colour and shape, good reach of neck, correct topline, fore and rear quarters were good, nice feet, good coat condition, moved well, very promising.

2ND  MR A & MRS A LAIRD – ISLSTROM BLACK GROUSE OF DAICHEIL
Nice puppy! Close to first, good head, correct bite, reach of neck and forefront were good, good topline, correct rear quarters, moved well. Good coat.

3RD  MRS K & MR D JOYCE – STRANFAER GET OVER IT

Res  MISS K HOLLAND – FLATCHARM TOP GUN
CLASS 204  PUPPY D  ENTRIES 7  ABSENTEE 0

1st  MR R & MRS L STRUDWICK – BURPHAM MILLION LOVE SONGS  
Nice head, correct bite, correct eye colour and shape, good reach of neck, correct topline, fore  
and rear quarters were good, nice feet, good coat condition, moved well, very promising.  BPD

2nd  MR A & MRS A LAIRD – ISLSTROM BLACK GROUSE OF DAICHEIL  
Nice puppy!  Close to first, good head, correct bite, reach of neck and forefront were good,  
good topline, correct rear quarters, moved well.  Good coat.

3rd  MRS P LYNOTT – AVENING SPIRIT OF THE SKY

Res  MRS VS WRIGLEY – OIYOU HARUM SCARUM

CLASS 205  Junior D  ENTRIES 6  ABSENTEE 0

1st  MRS E E FAUNCH – CLANDRIFT SCOUT FOR STARS AT MORRIELAND  
Good head, true to type, correct bite, good front and rear quarters, excellent topline, moved  
true front and rear.

2nd  MRS S, MRS G & MR M KNIGHT & JACOMBS – GEMSWIN ROLLING IN THE  
DEEP  
Correct head shape, well set ears, correct bite, correct eye colour, good topline, good front and  
rear quarters, promising dog.

3rd  MRS V & MS L GODBERG & KEIGHT – LAURVIC TALKING ITALIAN

Res  MRS A KILMINSTER – DOUGHALL UIT DE ZWARTE POLDER OF WITHTYBED

CLASS 206  YEARLING DOG  ENTRIES 3  ABSENTEE 0

1st  MRS E E FAUNCH – CLANDRIFT SCOUT FOR STARS AT MORRIELAND  
Good head, true to type, correct bite, good front and rear quarters, excellent topline, moved  
true front and rear.

2nd  MS S PINGREE – CASTLEROCK BURNING LOVE TO HEATHERIDGE JW  
Correct head shape, well set ears, correct bite, correct eye colour, good topline, good front and  
rear quarters, moved well.

3rd  MRS S, MRS G & MR M KNIGHT & JACOMBS – GEMSWIN ROLLING IN THE  
DEEP.
CLASS 207  POST GRADUATE DOG  ENTRIES 8  ABSENTEE 1

1ST  MISS L S JONES – BLACKTOFT AMERICAN SMOOTH AT BRAEMIST JW
Lovely looking dog with a bright future, correct head shape, well defined in construction, correct bite, good topline, front and rear quarters excellent, moved very well.

2ND  MR F W J & MRS L D COOVES – DRAKETOR SEA SHANTY
Nice dog, close to first, good head, bite was correct, good bone, good reach of neck, level topline, moved well.

3RD  MR WIMSHURST – KULAWAND INTUITION AT MANDAMAY

Res  MR J J W & MRS C KELLY – GHLGRANGE CRUSADER PRINCE

CLASS 208  LIMIT DOG  ENTRIES 5  ABSENTEE 1

1ST  MR & MRS M & MISS N HORNER – PAJANBECK MAGIC MOMENTS
Scored in head, good reach of neck, correct ear and eyeset and bite, level topline, good coat, good front and rear quarters, moved with drive.

2nd  MRS A KILMINSTER – BEREND UIT DE ZWARTE POLDER OF WITHYBED (IMP NLD)
Good head, correct ear eyeset, nice feet, correct bite, coat in excellent condition, moved well.

3rd  MISS J READING – SASRUGI BEAUTIFUL SUNRISE AT SABARKA

Res  MR & MRS R S & MRS P LANE & LANE-RIDYARD – KULAWAND KONQUISTADOR JW

CLASS 209  OPEN DOG  ENTRIES 9  ABSENTEE 1

1ST  MRS L M STRUDWICK – DOWNSTREAM FAIR AND SQAURE FOR BURPHAM JW SHCM
Excellent dog, true to type, good head, eyes, ears and bite all correct, excellent feet, good spring of rib, level topline, excellent front and rear quarters, moved with drive. DCC BOB

2nd  MR A & MRS A LAIRD – SH CH BRANCHALWOOD TAMDHU OF DAIICHEIL JW SHCM
Good specimen of the breed, close to first, true to type, with good head, good reach of neck, good feet, correct bite. Level topline, coat in good condition, moved very well. RDCC

3rd  MR R DOUGLAS – SH CH GREENBAYHILL BLACK TUXEDO
CLASS 210  VETERAN DOG  ENTRIES 2  ABSENTEE 0

1ST  MISS K L HOLLAND – CH CALZEAT CAUSA COMMOTION AT FLATCHARM (IMP)
Super dog, in excellent condition, strong head, correct bite, good reach of neck, excellent feet, moved like he was just a year old! B VETERAN

2nd  MS S PINGREE – SH CH CASTLEROCK STORMY KNIGHT OVER HEATHERIDGE JW SHCM
Close to first, a good strong dog, good front and rear quarters, nice feet, moved well.

CLASS 211  GOOD CITIZEN D  ENTRIES 2  ABSENTEE 0

1ST  MRS V BOWEN – CANDILIZ BLACK ADMIRAL FOR CLANDRIFT
Nice dog, kind eye, good reach of neck, good front and feet, moved well.

2ND  MISS H BRIGHT – POLGARA A NEW DAY AT MIDNIGHT
Nice dog with a good head, good topline, nice feet, moved okay.

CLASS 212  MINOR PUPPY BITCH  ENTRIES 4  ABSENTEE 1

1ST  MR H & MRS K THOMAS – PARKCARIAD SAPHIRE LAKE
Nice bitch with a sweet head, good reach of neck, excellent feet, good topline, excellent coat, moved with drive for one so young!

2nd  MRS C A PRICE – LLANTRUSSA HUNKY DORY
Nice bitch, good head, correct eye shape and colour, correct bite, good topline, very happy bitch with a waggy tail throughout her showing, moved well.

3rd  MRS S TAGG – OIYOU FLAMING STAR

CLASS 213  PUPPY BITCH  ENTRIES 5  ABSENTEE 1

1ST  MR H & MRS K THOMAS – PARKCARIAD SAPHIRE LAKE
Nice bitch with a sweet head, good reach of neck, excellent feet, good topline, excellent coat, moved with drive for one so young! BPB & BP

2ND  MRS P LYNOTT – AVENING SKY FULL OF STARS
A sweet feminine bitch, true to type, correct bite, level topline, very promising, moved very well.

3rd  MISS G A WILLIAMS – WISTASTON ANOTHER LOVE

Res  MISS J CALVERLEY – GWENADILLO ZOLI
CLASS 214  JUNIOR BITCH  ENTRIES 6  ABSENTEE 0

1ST  MS E J & DR L WALKER & ROBERTS – GLOI DUBH GIGHA
A sweet head, good reach of neck, kind expression, good front, nice feet, level topline, good front and rear quarters, moved lovely.

2ND  MR D C & MRS G M SIMONS – GWENADILLO MONTESORI COEDYLAN
Scored in head, a nice bitch, correct bite, neat feet, level topline, good coat, moved well.

3RD  MISS G & MR R DUTTON & DAVIES – BRYNYWAWR AURA

Res  MRS P LANE-RIDYARD – KULAWAND KODEBREAKER

CLASS 215  YEARLING BITCH  ENTRIES 11  ABSENTEE 1

1ST  MS B JOHNSON – DOWNSTREAM POETIC JUSTICE JW
A super bitch, correct head, eye shape and colour, excellent front, level topline, excellent feet, moved very well.

2ND  MR D & MRS R BELLAMY – WOODFINCH HYDRA JW
Sweet head, nice bitch overall, level topline, good front and rear, moved very well.

3RD  MRS K & MR D JOYCE – STRANFAER SOLITAIRE JW

Res  MRS V BOWEN – CLANDRIFT MIDNIGHT GALAXY

CLASS 216  POST GRADUATE BITCH  ENTRIES 11  ABSENTEE 1

1ST  MISS C WELLS – CANDILIZ PINK LADY JW
A nice bitch with a sweet head, kind eye, correct bite, good level topline, good front and rear quarters, moved well, good coat.

2ND  MRS L S SWAN – SWANTONWOOD SCARLETLAKE
Lovely bitch with a good head, nice dark eye colour, nice front, deep chest, super feet, level topline, good coat, moved well.

3RD  MP P & MRS J EGGINTON – PAJANBECK TEARS IN HEAVEN

Res  MISS G K DUTTON – BRYNYWAWR THE ONE AND ONLY
CLASS 217 LIMIT BITCH ENTRIES 10 ABSENTEES 3

1ST MRS V & MRS L GOLDBERG & KEIGHT – BITCON ON SUISSE WITH MADISON
Super head, a kind eye, correct shape and colour, good front and rear quarters, nice level topline, good feet, excellent movement. RBCC

2nd MRS G GRIFFITHS – CASTLEROCK COSMIC HATTIE
Close to first, nice bitch, with a good head, correct bite, nice tight feet, level topline, good front and rear quarters, coat was in excellent condition and moved very well.

3RD MS C & MS G DROTTSGARD & BRUNNSTROM – MOONSTRUCK MACADAMIA
JWW 15

Res MISS A DYREN – FLATCHARM CHELSEA WHOPPER

CLASS 218 OPEN BITCH ENTRIES 10 ABSENTEE 3

1ST MS B JOHNSON – DOWNSTREAM FAIT ACCOMPLI JW
A superb bitch, excellent head, good expression, good reach of neck, super feet, level topline, front and rear quarters were excellent, moved with drive. BCC

2ND MISS N SKJELBRED – TORPEDOS IT’S A MAGIC MORNING (ATC AQ00975SWE)
A lovely bitch, sweet head, good reach of neck and front and rear quarters, level topline, tail wagged throughout, moved very well.

3RD MR M G LEWIN – VYNESBROOK CAPPA BLEU SHCM

Res MRS P LYNOTT – AVENING LOVELY LADY

CLASS 219 VETERAN BITCH ENTRIES 4 ABSENTEE 2

1ST MR E W, MRS P J & MISS N E COLSON – WINDYHOLLOWS WINNIPEG
This liver bitch stood really well, with a nice head, kind eye, sweet expression, good front and rear, level topline, moved really well.

2ND MRS H J COBBY – SPRINGLINDI ARUM
A sweet head with a kind expression, correct bite, nice feet, level topline, good front and rear quarters, coat condition was good, moved okay.

CLASS 220 GOOD CITIZEN BITCH ENTRIES 2 ABSENTEE 0

1ST MR E W, MRS P J & MISS N E COLSON – ESKWINDS DRIVING MISS DAISY TO WINDYHOLLOWS
A nice head, good front quarters, good tail action, front and rear quarters moved okay.

2ND MRS V BOWEN – CLANDRIFT MIDNIGHT GALAXY
Strong dog, with a kind eye and a good coat, moved okay.